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USS ADMIRAL CALLAHAN: gas turbine roll on/roll off ship, p 515; p 536.


AIGUILLETES: the wearing of by an aide, p 500-501.

ALASKA TUG AND BARGE CO: a model contract with MSTS, p 533-4; Lou Johnson is the moving light, p 533-6.

AMPHIBIOUS FORCE: Adm. Frank G. Fahrion takes command with idea of effecting a rejuvenation, p 252-3; Ramage asks for duty, p 252; gets command of the RANKIN, p 253-4; comments on the Amphibious Force, p 263-5.

ANDERSON, Admiral George: p 335; p 339.

ARCTIC OCEAN: see entry under Commander, SS Div. 52; reason for Navy’s interest after WW II, p 204-5.

ARMED FORCES STAFF COLLEGE: p 217-8; p 224-5.

A/S WARFARE: The NOBSKA project, p 276 ff; the challenge of the nuclear SS, p 277; the new emphasis on oceanographic research, p 284-5.

AWARDS: see entry under Admiral Lockwood: Submarine service awards contrasted with attitude in Destroyer service. P 198.


USS BANG - SS: member of a wolf pack with PARCHE, p 126; her attack on a Japanese convoy, p 129; p 132.
BAY OF PIGS: p 405-7.

BENTLEY, Mrs. Helen: p 544.

BESHANY, Vice Admiral Philip: p 349.

USS BONEFISH - SS: lost through enemy action during operation BARNEY in the Sea of Japan, p 190.

BU PERS: detailing by the Bureau - Ramage's comments on the wisdom of their assignments. p 193-4.

BURKE, Admiral Arleigh A.: Ramage ordered as special assistant to Admiral Burke - a job outline, p 272-4; a glimpse of life at Observatory Circle, p 275-6; p 297-300. p 397; the Bay of Pigs, p 405.


CHINFO and publicity: p 414-7.

CHRISTIE, Captain Carl G.: (Red) serves as Deputy to Ramage in Op. 34, p 298-9.

CHRISTIE, Vice Admiral Ralph W.: his defense of torpedoes and Ramage's disagreement, p 107-S; p 111; p 187.

CHUNG, Dr. 'Mom': famed hostess to navy men in WW II, p 425-437.

CIC: p 308.

CINC PAC FLEET: Ramage goes (August 1966) as Deputy to Admiral Roy Johnson, p 471 ff; Ramage begins to see that CincPac and CincPacFlt Instructions were being issued from
VADM Ramage

White House, p 472-4; p 493-4; p 508-9; ideas presented by the Staff, p 478; A/S Warfare under CincPac Fleet, p 497-8; becomes primarily a communications center at Pearl Harbor, p 507-8.

COLWELL, Vice Admiral J. B.: in command of amphibious forces, 1st Fleet, p 454-5.

COMMANDER, Submarines, Pacific: Ramage ordered to Staff as Force Communications and Sound Officer, p 38; experiments with radio communication while submerged, p 39-40; Subs dispatched on patrol as far as Japan within a week after Pearl Harbor, p 57; "getting used" to things after Pearl Harbor, p 61-2.


USNS CORPUS CHRISTI BAY (helicopter maintenance ship); anchored off Vung Tau, p 529-30.

CRU DIV TWO: Ramage leaves Op. 34 to help further WSEG tests on electronic counter measures, p 303; good results obtained by a staff of trained personnel, p 307; reflections on value in freezing personnel into a slot, p 307-8.


DEEP SEA DIVERS: p 423.
DEMOBILIZATION: comments on, p 196.

DESTROYERS: Ramage goes from the Naval Academy to duty on DD's, having failed the physical for aviation, p 9-10; becomes Chief Engineer on DD LAWRENCE within the year, p 11-13; Ramage assigned as XO on the DD SANDS for neutrality patrol (1939) - scramble to put the 4-stacker in commission, p 24-6.

DESTROYERS - 963 class: p 385-8.

DONAHO, Vice Admiral G. R.: predecessor of Ramage as head of MSTS, p 540-1.

USS ELTANIN: MSTS manned and operated for the National Science Foundation, p 528-9.

ELECTRONIC COUNTER MEASURES: p 287; P 290; p 295; the WSEG study of long-range search radars, p 287; WSEG enlarges its study to include (1) continental air defense, p 295; (2) capabilities of the carrier task force to defend itself, p 295; (3) vulnerability of the Air Force to counter measures, p 295.

USS ENTERPRISE: nuclear carrier, p 335-6; difficulty in getting Rickover's consent to visit in Boston harbor, p 335-341; p 365.

EXMOUTH GULF: U. S. sub re-supply station (1942), p 92; a SS tender moved to Gulf but only one refit ordered before she was brought back to Perth., p 117.

FAHRION, Admiral Frank G.: p 252-3.
FELT, Admiral C. D.: Assistant CNO for Readiness under Admiral Burke, p 276; his reaction to recommendation that his billet be abolished, p 288-9; comes back from 6th Fleet as Vice Chief of Naval Operations, p 294-5; his concern about the WSEG study on vulnerability of the carrier Task Force, p 295-6; goes as CincPac (1958) p 296; his support for the Navy Tactical Data System, p 296-7; Felt as an administrator, p 297-9; his reaction to the WSEG tests on Carrier Defense, p 306.


FIRST FLEET (July, 1964): Ramage ordered to relieve Adm. Holmes, p 438; attendance at the Seattle Sea Fair, p 459; the rehabilitation of electronic equipment in the fleet, p 440-1; communications improvements, p 442; de-bugging guided missiles, p 443-4; radars, p 443-4; the Naval Tactical Data System, p 444-8; the objectives of Ramage in Fleet exercises, p 448-9; the functions of the First Fleet, p 453-5; SILVER LANCE, the amphibious landing exercise, p 454-8; relationship with CincPac Flt. p 458; Ramage's conviction that missile ships should not be close in to the carriers, p 459-60; later difficulties in conducting the exercises, p 461-2; combined with A/S Force to become Third Fleet, p 463; cognizance over North and South Pole activities, p 464-5; coordination of 1st Fleet activities with Second Fleet in Atlantic, p 466;
Ramage leaves First Fleet in August 1966 to become Deputy
Cinc, Pac Flt., - 471.

FLOOD, The Hon. Dan - Member of Congress: his methods in
committee, p 397.

FOSTER, Dr. John: p 278-9.

GALLERY, Rear Admiral Dan V.: head of Op. 05 - ACNO for
    Guided Missiles, p 206 ff; the B-36 controversy and Gallery's
    Saturday Evening Post series, p 219-221; experiments with
    the German V-2, p 222.

USS GRENADEIR: Ramage assigned to duty on her, p 66 ff; morale
    in a bad state because of previous patrol, p 66-7; first
    use of new directional warning type radar, p 69-70; her
    patrol in the South China sea, p 69 ff; an attack on the
    first convoy, p 71-72; problems with a cracked liner,
    p 73-4; on station off Midway awaiting assault, p 73-4;
    Ramage relieved of duty upon return to Pearl Harbor -
    becomes skipper of the USS TROUT, p 75; P 109.

GRENFELE, Vice Admiral Elton Watters (Joe): Commander, SS Forces,
    Atlantic Fleet, p 336; p 362; p 401.

GRIFFIN, Admiral C. D.: as Op-03, P 335; P 339-

GUIDED MISSILES: see entries under ADMIRAL GALLERY: LOON:

REGULUS: KINGFISHER: experiments with propulsion, 215-7-


HARLFINGER, Vice Admiral Frederick J. II: (Fritz) deputy to
    Ramage in Op. 31 - his role in securing the base at Holy
Loch, p 343,

HART, Admiral Thomas C.: C. O. of Cruiser Division with
LOUISVILLE as his flagship, p 13-14; his quarrel with the
skipper, p 14-15.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, p 20-21.

HOLY LOCH, Scotland: Base for POLARIS SS's, p 342-4.

HUSTVEDT, Vice Admiral Olaf M.: XO of the cruiser LOUISVILLE,
P 17.

HYDROFOILS: Departmental interest (1959) in the development
of an American version, p 328 ff; the HIGH POINT, p 330.

INERTIAL NAVIGATOR: see entry under POLARIS.

INTER-MODAL transportation: p 550.

ISELIN, Dr. Columbus O.: Professor of Oceanography at M.I.T. -
served as director of the symposium on A/S Warfare as
sponsored by the American Academy of Sciences, p 277-8.

JAPANESE CODES; p 171-2.

JAPANESE CONVOYS: tactics employed, p 177 ff.

JOHNSON, Admiral Roy: Commander, Carrier Division in Mediter-
ranean at time Ramage was there, p 303-4; CincPacFleet
Commander (1966), p 471; p 487-8; p 500-1.


JUPITER: Large missile - project of the Army, p 279-81.

KENNEDY, The Hon, John F.: and the Bay of Pigs, p 405; his
assassination, p 417-9.

KIMMEL, Rear Admiral Husband E.: CincPac, 1941 - moved his
headquarters to the submarine base, p 40; p 51.
KINGFISHER SERIES OF MISSILES; p 212; the various designations, p 214-215.

KOREAN TROOPS - in Viet Nam War; p 520-2.

KORTH, The Hon, Fred: Secretary of the Navy, p 338.


LASH SHIPS: the trend of shipping companies to the LASH ship, p 548.

LENT, Rear Admiral Willis A.: (Pelly) becomes skipper of the GRENAUDIER (1942), p 68.

LIBBY, Vice Admiral Ruthven E.: p 287-8; p 296.

LIBBY BOARD: intended to make the Bureaus in the Navy Department more responsive, p 287-8.

LOCKWOOD, Vice Admiral Chas. A.: causes an investigation to be made of defective torpedoes, p 110-111; p 161; Ramage becomes personnel officer on staff of Lockwood (1945), p 181-4; Ramage's evaluation of Lockwood's service in the Pacific War, p 186 ff; his foresight in keeping detailed records of all the patrols, p 188-9; his operation BARNEY at the end of the war proves a point, p 190-1; his concern that proper recognition should be given his submariners - the wartime system of awards, p 196-7,

LOMBOK STRAITS: p 102; strong currents encountered there, p 111.

USS LONG BEACH: equipped with four-square radar and moving target indicator, p 451; enables her to become number one air controller over all North Vietnam, p 452; the TALOS system de-bugged in First Fleet before she goes to Viet
LOON: a converted German V-1 rocket the U. S. Navy was launching from submarines, p 206-7; forerunner of the REGULUS, p 207-

USS LOUISVILLE: Ramage becomes radio officer, p 11-13 ff;

Hustvedt is XO, p 17.

LOWRANCE, Vice Admiral Vernon L.: relieves Ramage as Deputy Cinc SubLant, p 382.

LYON, Dr. Waldo: p 205.

MAGIC CARPET: Ramage involved in this operation and in the decommissioning of submarines - problems of re-assignment, p 192-3.

MAINBRACE: Code name for a NATO naval exercise, p 239, p 249; significant use by the British in this exercise of sono-buoys with magnetic compass to give directional readings, p 249-250.

MASON, Rear Admiral Redfield (Rosy): p 252-3.

McCANN, Vice Admiral Allan R.: relieves Admiral Lockwood in command of submarines in Pacific immediately after hostilities cease, p 191.


McCORMICK, The Hon. John - Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives: p 335; p 338.


MEYER, Capt, Bernard H.: skipper of the AKA RANKIN before Ramage, p 255.

MIDWAY: the approaching battle for the Island, deterioration of facilities (1946), p 73-4; p 199.

MIRI (NE coast of Borneo): TROUT torpedoes a large tanker anchored there, p 94; TROUT ordered to Miri again to await a second large tanker, p 99; attack on the tanker, p 99-101; leaves Miri to take station at northern end of Lombok Strait to intercept a Jap submarine, p 102; engagement with a merchant ship, p 102-3; the TROUT makes a third visit to Miri, p 112.

MSTS: p 413; p 486 ff; p 506-7; p 510; the scope of MSTS operations during the Viet Nam war, 511-12; organization, p 512 ff; military transports, p 518-9; transportation of Korean troops, p 520-2; other duties in the Arctic, Antarctic, Bermuda, p 524-6; the NASA moon shots and MSTS ships, p 526-8; oceanographic and hydrographic ships, p 528-30; work for MAAG, p 531-2; concern for new ship designs, the containers, etc., p 532-3; P 537-39; the Alaska Tug and Barge Co. and the model contract, p 533-6; most of the services rendered were for the army and air force, p 538; present difficulty with merchant ship operators, p 539-544; labor attitudes, p 545-8; the closing of the Suez Canal and its effects on MSTS, p 552; glut of supplies in Vietnam and resultant problems for MSTS, p 554-5; Ramage inaugurates bids and charters for
tankers, p 556-9.

MURRAY, Admiral S. S. (Sunshine): Commander, Submarines, Atlantic, p 238.

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES: p 276; p 278; p 284.

USS NAUTILUS: first nuclear SS, p 230; p 234, p 316; p 326.


U. S. NAVAL WAR COLLEGE: Ramage detailed there, p 266-7.


NIMITZ, Fleet Admiral Chester W.: he takes command (end of 1941) in Pacific, p 64-5, P 189-90.


NTDS: (Naval Tactical Data System), p 294; p 296-7; P 308.

OCEANOGRAPHY: see entries under NOBSKA, A/S Warfare; p 284-6.

OKINAWA: Army uses it as a repair base for equipment coming out of Viet Nam, p 531-2.

OP DEV FOR: cooperation with Op. 34, p 302-3.

OPERATION BARNEY: the dangerous multiple SS operation in the Sea of Japan at the end of the war, p 190-1.

OP-03: Ramage puts on three stars and succeeds Griffin as Deputy CNO for Fleet Operations and Readiness, p 400; scope of Op-03 interests, p 400-1; endless briefings, p 401-2; p 403-4; Bay of Pigs, p 405 ff; the Cuban Missile Crisis, p 406-8; direction of action from the White House, p 406-9; Vietnam and White House direction, p 409-12; Op. 03 and the Merchant Marine, p 413; R and D, p 417; Ramage ordered

Op 03 B: p 394-99.

Op 34: Ramage takes over (1956–8) as ACNO for Surface Type Warfare, p 289; development of the CIC, p 292-3; TERRIOR, TALOS and TARTAR, p 293; the NTDS (Naval Tactical Data System), p 294; Ramages technique for spreading the word about R and D programs, p 300-1; in 1957 the fleets still under the direct command of CNO - this facilitates development of weapons, p 302.

USS PARCHE - SS: building in Portsmouth, N.H., p 119; ideas from the fleet are accepted in the new design, p 122-3; trial runs, p 124-5; becomes a unit in one of the first wolf packs in the Pacific, p 125-8; camouflage, p 125; an attack on a Japanese convoy, p 128 ff; a new technique employed in reloading tubes with steam torpedoes while cruising on the surface, p 132-6, p 162; communication with headquarters while on patrol, p 133-4; the second wolf pack patrol, p 134 ff; refit in Midway, p 139; sinking of a new Japanese picket ship off the Bonins, p 140-1; patrol area - 'convoy college', p 142-5 ff; joins up with another wolf pack to catch a Japanese submarine returning from Europe, p 147-8; PARCHE joins STEELHEAD in convoy attack, p 149-157; the pharmacist mate and sickness, p 158-160; a recapitulation of the first two patrols on the PARCHE, p 165-6; Ramage asks permission to patrol off San Bernardino Strait, p 166; search
for Japanese floating mines, p 166-7; escorts the damaged SAILFISH to Saipan, 168-9; p 169-71; Japanese develop a new strategy by sending radar Intercept planes to locate area of SS and so reroute their convoys, p 177; Ramage completes patrol - returns to Midway - relieved by his executive officer (1944), p 179; p 235-6.

PARKS, Rear Admiral Lewis S.: SS Division Commander - uses PARCHE as his flagship on the second wolf-pack sortie, p 134; p 140-1; p 145; p 150.

PEARL HARBOR: preparations for war - Adm. Withers sends subs on patrol to Wake and Midway (Oct. 1941), p 41; fleet maneuvers and organization at Pearl Harbor, p 42-3; recollections of the Japanese attack, p 45-4 ff; messages to incoming submarines, p 49-50; the disappearance of the Japanese fleet a sign of approaching danger, p 52; the salvage operation that followed the attack, p 53; attitude of the local population, p 55-6; letter reaction of the people on the mainland, p 58-9; reaction of fleet personnel, p 60-61.

PERT: system identified with the POLARIS project, p 360.

PERTH - FREEMANTLE, Australia: base for the TROUT and other U. S. subs, p 90; p 92; a floating oil barge installed at Exmouth Gulf as a re-supply station for SS's, p 92; TROUT returns to PERTH with injured crew members, p 104-5, a fine port for R and R, p 118-9.
POLARIS: The birth of the program, p 279-81; a completely in-house program, p 281-2; p 291-2; p 310; construction of the first POLARIS hull, p 310-14; navigation problems and the computer, p 317-23; Ramage's remarks on the scientific knowledge that made the weapon system possible so quickly, p 324-5; role in development of the submarine itself, p 327 ff; Ramage, as Op. 05B, has further interest in POLARIS, p 331 ff; the use of several ship yards for the project, p 332-3; the difference between a POLARIS sub and an attack boat, p 333-4, Rickover and the Reactor Safeguard Committee, p 334 ff; p 341; the need for overseas bases, p 342-3; difficulty with the British, p 343-4; the POLARIS sub and spares - the SS tender and parts, p 351; the sub crew and rotation, p 352-3; the on-going program of POLARIS, POSEIDON and TRITON, p 358; command changes to accommodate POLARIS, p 362; the role of Deputy Commander, SS Force, Atlantic, p 362; p 403; p 412; personnel problems, p 414-5; Chinfo and POLARIS, p 414-5.

POST GRADUATE SCHOOL: Ramage attends (May, 1938), p 22-23; at beginning of second year war broke out in Europe - all those in the two year course were given orders to the neutrality patrol within three days, p 23

PYE, Vice Admiral Wm. S.: p 57-8.

RABORN, Vice Admiral W. F., Jr.: p 279; Ramage (1956) learns that scientists have just succeeded in reducing the nuclear warhead in size - reports to Raborn, p 279; p 291-2; p 314,
VADM Ramage

p 358; p 360.

RAMAGE, Vice Admiral Lawson P.: Personal data, p 1-2 ff5 his vision difficulties, p 8-9; p 16-17; courtship and marriage, p 17-18; first child, p 21; the family follows the DD SANDS to various ports in the Atlantic, p 31-32; birth of a son, p 38-9; difficulties in getting recommendation for qualification to handle submarines, p 62; his first experience with a detonating torpedo, p 70; the family leaves Pearl Harbor, p 76; Ramage spends six months in Portsmouth, New Hampshire waiting for his new Submarine, p 119; receives the Congressional Medal of Honor for attack on Japanese convoy (Jan. 12, 1945), p 157; P 161-3; P 180-1; his awareness of the reading of Japanese messages, p 171-2; USS PARCHÉ leads a new wolf pack with two others, p 174-6; arranges to have his wife and family join him in Hawaii (Aug. 1945), p 185-6; Ramage stays on staff of Commander, SS's, Pacific until spring of 1946, p 191; returns to Washington (1947) to the staff of ACNO (Op 05) to work on guided missiles, p 206; becomes a Captain, p 227; duty at the Naval War College, p 266-7; early selection for Rear Admiral, p 271-2; p 282-3; the family enjoys the assignment to Honolulu (1966), p 472; retirement, April 1, 1970, p 560.

R AND D PROGRAMS: Burke names Ramage as his special assistant to push programs, p 274; Ramage's recommendations for establishment of an ACNO for Development, p 288-9.
USS RANKIN (AKA): attack cargo ship, p 253-4; Ramage finds her in excellent condition, p 254-262.

REACTOR SAFEGUARD COMMITTEE: p 334-5; the Committee and the CV ENTERPRISE in Boston harbor, p 335-9.

REGULUS: p 207-8; p 326; Ramage had been project officer for Regulus immediately after WW II, p 327.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD: the coordinating effort with missile work in the several services, p 209-11.

RICKOVER, Admiral Hyman G.: p 234-5; p 334; p 338-9; P 354-7; P 359; p 364-5; p 371-2; p 375-7; p 402.

RIVERINE WARFARE: see Admiral Zumwalt.

ROOSEVELT, President F. D.: picture of him (Jan. 1945) as he awarded the Medal of Honor to Ramage, p 162-3; p 180.

ROTA, Spain: how the U. S. got a base there for POLARIS SS's - P 345-351.


USS SAILFISH: p 168-9; becomes a member of wolf pack known as 'Red's Rowdies', p 174.

SALVAGE and the SUBMARINE SERVICE: p 424.

SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT: p 166; p 169-171.

SANDERS, The Hon. Frank: Assistant Secretary of the Navy - helpful with committee presentations, p 398-9.

USS SANDS: p 25 ff; Ramage's state of discouragement over the crew and the problems with the SANDS, p 26-7; repairs in Mare Island, p 27-8; patrol in the Caribbean and the Atlantic, p 28-9; the skipper, p 29-30; the new skipper.
an example in leadership, p 29-30; naval reservists arrive to take over, p 36-7.


USS SCORPION: her loss and possible reasons for it, p 380-1.

SEALAND: Involved with MSTS and Container Ships, p 552-3; p 557.

SEA TRAIN: p 536-7.

SEMMES, Admiral B. J.: p 500-1.

SHARP, Admiral U. S. Grant (Ole): CincPac (1966), p 472; p 477; p 482; p 487-8; his staff conferences, p 502; the use of the POLAD, p 508-9.

SHIPS CHARACTERISTICS BOARD: Ramage becomes Chairman when he takes over Op. 03 B, p 331; p 383 ff; need for the kind of wisdom available from the old General Board, p 301-2.

SHUGG, Carl: head of Electric Boat, p 235.

SIEGLAFF, Rear Admiral Wm. B. (Barney), p 190-1.


SONOBUOY: with magnetic compass as direction finder - British experiments and comment, p 249 ff.

SPECIAL ASSISTANT - to CNO: Ramage serves in this capacity - for Admiral Burke, p 272 ff; help rendered to Ramage in the job by Admiral Felt (Asst. CNO for Readiness), p 276; the ASW symposium, p 276 ff; work in the area of electronic counter measures, p 287; long range search radar, p 287;
VADM Ramage

the Libby Board, p 287-8,

SPECIAL PROJECTS: see entries under POLARIS,

SPRINGBOARD: first of the annual fleet exercises in the Caribbean, p 239-40; Ramage rejuvenates the WW II Sub base at St. Thomas, p 240-1.

ST. THOMAS, Virgin Islands: Ramage reactivates the Submarine installations there (WW II) for use with the first of the SPRINGBOARD series, p 240 ff.

USS STEELHEAD - SS: member of the wolf pack with HAMMERHEAD and PARCHÉ, p 140; p 149-50.

STEELE, Rear Admiral George P., II: Nuclear power officer on staff of Admiral Ramage in New London, p 364.

STEWART, Captain Jeb: skipper of the cruiser LOUISVILLE, p 14-15.

SubLANT COMMAND: Ramage takes over as Deputy at New London from Admiral Daspit, p 341; his role with POLARIS, p 362-3.

SUBMARINE DIVISION 52: Ramage takes command - the first Arctic exploratory cruise (1946); Dutch Harbor, the Pribilofs, St. Matthews, St. Lawrence Island, the Sea of Okhotsk, p 199-203; difficulty of communications in the Arctic, p 203-4.

SUBMARINE SCHOOL: Ramage attends (1935), P 16 ff; p 18-19.

SUBMARINE SQUADRON 6: Ramage takes command at Norfolk, p 238.

SUBMARINE WOLF PACKS: a German technique - adopted by the U. S. in the Pacific, p 125; application by the PARCHÉ and others, p 126-8; p 133; p 140.
SUBMARINES: Ramage experiments with a British design for a one-man submarine, p 244-5.

SUBMARINES - DEVELOPMENTS AND RESEARCH OFFICER: Ramages goes to Staff at New London, p 226 ff; studies undertaken by the Dunlop Associates, p 227-8; Ramage instigates more, studies in stream lining conning tower, etc., p 228-30; air conditioning becomes a necessity, p 230-1; safety precautions, p 235-6.

SUBMARINES - RESCUE TACTICS: p 235-7, P 420 ff; the McCann Bell and the SQUALUS, p 421.

SUBROC: p 326.

SWINBURNE, Rear Admiral Edwin R.: flag secretary to the Commander, SS's, Pacific (1941), p 45-4.

TALOS: the system on the LONG BEACH proves effective in Viet Nam, p 451-3.

TELLER, Dr. Edward: p 278-9.

USS TENOSA - SS: third member of a wolf pack with the PARCHE, p 126; attack on a Japanese convoy, p 128-9.

USS THRESHER: loss of, p 365-8; p 373; P 378-380.


TORPEDOES: Ramage comments on effectiveness, p 63-4, p 109-110; Lockwood takes immediate action when defective torpedoes are reported, p 110-11; on defective torpedoes see entries
also under: CHRISTIE and USS TROUT. A new technique discovered for re-loading forward tubes while enroute on surface, p 132; p 134-6; use of electric and steam torpedoes, p 137.

USS TROUT: Ramage becomes her skipper after Battle of Midway, p 75; a patrol off Truk, p 76-7; torpedo attack on an aircraft carrier, p 79u81; leaves Truk for repairs in Brisbane, p 82; encounter with B-17's and enemy sub, p 83; defective periscope installed and TROUT ordered to patrol off San Cristobal, p 84 ff; sights abandoned Jap transport off Guadalcanal, p 89; her first patrol in the South China Sea, p 92-3; first objective - Miri (NE Coast of Borneo), p 94; torpedoes a tanker at anchor, p 95-6; patrol off Vietnam, p 97-8; makes an attack on second tanker at Miri, p 99-101; takes station at northern end of Lombok Strait to intercept a Japanese SS, p 102; engagement with a merchant ship, p 102-4; the second patrol out of Perth, p 111-12 ff; laying a minefield off Cape Datu (Natuna Islands), p 113-14; Indo-China Coast run, p 115-16; Ramage returns to Perth and is relieved for R and R and new construction, p 117; P 120; a recapitulation of Ramage's patrols in the TROUT, p 164-5.

TRUK: SS TROUT takes her station off the entrance, p 76; p 82.

UNDER SEA WARFARE: Ramage goes to job as Director in Dec 1959, p 310 ff; p 325-6; putting out requirements for POLARIS building program, p 325-6; see also various entries under POLARIS.
VIET NAM WAR: p 472 ff; a French correspondent gives an in-
sight into North Vietnamese feelings about the Chinese,
p 484-6; p 488-9; leaders in Washington fail to notice
the growing public outcry, p 490; growing problems with
personnel, p 490-1; the efforts of CincPac Staff to co-
ordinate strikes, p 502-3; Ho Chi Minh trail, bombing
and detection, p 505-4; reconnaissance flights from
carriers, p 504-5; the North Vietnamese and sophisti-
cated weapons, p 405-6; p 518-524; army efforts at re-
covering equipment on Okinawa, p 531-2; overstocking in
Vietnam, p 554-5; see also: entries under KOREAN TROOPS;
MSTS; CINCPACFLT.

WALKER, Dr. Eric A.: Chairman of Committee on A/S Warfare at
National Academy of Sciences, p 276.

WARDER, Rear Admiral Frederick B.: Deputy for Operations,
Atlantic, p 238-9.

WATKINS, Vice Admiral Frank T.: Commander, SS's, Atlantic,
p 270; Ramage leaves Naval War College to service as his
Chief of Staff, p 270 ff.

WEINEL, Vice Admiral John P. (Blackie): Chief of Staff to
Ramage (1964), p 440; p 461.

WESTMORELAND, General Wm. C.: p 409, P 479-81.

WHITE, Anna (Mrs. Theodore): friend of Mom Chung, p 427 ff.

WILLISTON ACADEMY: Ramage attends there at the age of fifteen.
p 3 and 4.
WITHERS, Rear Admiral Thos., Jr.: in command of submarines. Pacific (1941), p 38-40; sends subs on patrol off Wake and Midway in Oct. 1941 - told skippers we would be at war before they returned to Pearl Harbor, p 41; p 67; at Portsmouth Navy Yard when PARCHE Is building, p 122.

WOODS HOLE, MA.: locale for NOBSKA symposium, p 277; P 283-4.

WSEG: their special study on electronic counter-measures, p 294 ff; VCNO concerned about possible results of the study on Carrier Task Force vulnerability, p 295-6; P 303-4; the tests in the Atlantic, p 304-9.

ZUMWALT, Admiral Elmo: as Cruiser/DD Flotilla Commander, First Fleet, he helped Ramage in development of the Naval Tactical Data System, p 444-5; runs the riverine warfare in Viet Nam with fairly free hand, p 489-90.